Current Issues in Emergency Management Applications Exercise
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SCENARIO
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- There was a reported IED explosion occurring in Hillsborough County along US 301 where it crosses the Alafia River.
- The site of the explosion occurred where there is an area of exposed pipeline with an internal diameter of 6” carrying anhydrous ammonia at a rate of approximately 500-600 psi.
- The leak of anhydrous ammonia lasted for a duration of approximately 5 minutes.
- The USNG coordinates of incident are 17R LL 69399 83394.
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Participants will familiarize themselves with the tools presented by speakers in a demonstration using the scenario.
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The applications being demonstrated are:

• Incident Mapper and GoogleMap for visible geographic layout of area of operations.
  - Facilitated by Richard Butgereit
• Web WEISER to determine possible consequences of hazardous materials involved in incident.
  - Facilitated by Shanti Smith
• Iowa Chat Tool to acquire plume model information, wind speed and direction and other weather conditions.
  - Facilitated by Ben Nelson
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End Ex

Have a great day!!